INSTRUCTION
MANUAL

4000-20 HOT AIR TUBE

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

INTRODUCTION:
The 4000-20 Hot Tube is designed to supply a continuous flow of warm compressed air to supplied-air
respirators.

AIR QUALITY:
The respirator must be supplied with clean breathable grade D air at all times. Always use an inlet filter on
your compressor Ð locate your compressor in a clean environment.
The AIR QUALITY must be constantly monitored to ensure grade D air is supplied at all times. A carbon
monoxide alarm must always be used.
! WARNING ! Do not connect the air supply hose to nitrogen, toxic gases, inert gases or any other non
grade D air source.

AIR PRESSURE:
Special or Critical UserÕs instructions, and/or specific limitations apply. Refer to Breathing Air Pressure table
below.
The air pressure supplied to the respirator must be continuously monitored to ensure it keeps within the
specified range as detailed on the breathing air pressure table.

BREATHING AIR PRESSURE TABLE
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Air Source

Respirator
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Flow Control
Device

Air Supply
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Compressor

NV 2000

4000-20

NV2028/
NV2029

25
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200
250
300

1
1
2
3
4
5
6

67 - 68
69 - 70
73 - 74
77 - 78
81 - 82
86 - 87
91 - 92
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! WARNING ! Make sure you understand the breathing air pressure table before using the respirator. Make
sure you set the correct air pressure for the correct supply hose lenght.
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OTHER
PRODUCTS

DID YOU KNOW
We can also supply you with the following...

NOVA 2000 BLASTING HELMET
The NOVA 2000 has been designed for blasting professionals.
The NOVA 2000 is the most advanced abrasive blasting helmet
available, with fully padded pillow foam liner for extra comfort and
noise attenuation, wide angle vision, even air distribution assures a
pleasant working environment, optional climate control devices.
Things cannot get much better.

ASTRO BLASTING HELMET
ASTRO is your number one choice economic Abrasive Blasting
Helmet which meets safety standards worldwide.
This is the lightweight, robust helmet you have been waiting for. It
helps to reduce fatigue, reduce down time and increase productivity.

HEAD SOCKS & SPRAY HOODS
Stay cleaner with Head Socks and Spray Hoods. One size fits all.
The cool comfortable Spray Hood protects from over spray and
sanding dust. The Head Sock can be worn as a hygienic liner.

RADEX AIRLINE FILTER
The RADEX Airline Filter offers you more capacity, versatility &
filtration. You can combine the versatility of either floor or wall
mounting with increased filtration capacity.
Our range of optional equipment means you can customize your filter
to meet your requirements.
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